Bond-breaker for ensuring no
bonding in special pre-cast and
other installations
Description

Instruction for Use

Hydrabond Breaker is a water-repellant # Clean concrete surface to be coated
which is free of oil, wax, paraffin and other # Apply Hydrabond Breaker in one
coat with brush, roller or by spraying
greasy substances, which is easy to apply on
and leave it to dry for some 1-2 hours
horizontal, vertical, inclined surfaces as also
before casting
overhead; It does not interfere with the #
Clean off applied surface after
concrete
placement
and
facilitates
removal new castings with water-jet
constructions such as ‘match-cast’, ‘tilt-up’
and ‘tilt-slab’ manufacturing.
Characteristics
Appearance:
gel consistency,
milky white
Object
Bulk density:
# Pre-cast yards
1.0 ± 0.1 g./cc
2
# Segmental installations of pre-cast
Consumption :
1 coat at 0.2 lit/m
elements on expressways, bridges,
elevated train constructions, etc.
Storage
In dry conditions and protected from
Advantage
direct sunlight
# Ensures no bond-formation between
successive concrete pours
Packing
# Easy application by brush, roller or
20 L. /Pail
by spray
Precaution
# Thixotropic and thus non-sagging on
Non-toxic. If Hydrabond Breaker come
sloped, vertical and overhead
in contact with skin, wash off with water.
installations
If eye-contact, rinse with plenty of clean
# Easy to remove by water-jet
water without rubbing and seek medical
# Free from oil, wax, paraffin and
advice.
other greasy substances
# When applied, it forms a dry film on
coated concrete surface
# Saves construction time
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